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Display System

 IP66 Front Panel Protection
PPC-FxxC series provides front mechanical IP dust and water resistant design. The sealing concept of PPC-FxxC contains the 
following product sealing to offer rugged IP66 front protection:

● PCAP touchscreen to front aluminum bezel with waterproof glue dispensing
● Internal dust sealing poron from LCD to the touchscreen
● Rubber sealing for mounting to the equipment

 Anti-glare and UV-resistant Touch Screen  
Ideal for Outdoor Applications

UV-resistant ensures reliable continuous operation for mission critical 
applications
Outdoor applications exposing to direct sunlight and long-term ultraviolet (UV) light will affect PCAP panel 
appearance such as PCAP top glass hard coat cracking and hazing, or varying degrees of yellowing and bubbling. 
Thus, IEI offers a UV resistant PCAP touch solution to equip outdoor industrial systems exposed to direct long-term 
sunlight with anti-UV characteristics.

ULTRAVIOLET

100 280 315 400 700

VISIBLE INFRARED

UVC UVB UVA

Without AG

With AG

Etching anti-glare, never peel off!
The PPC-FxxC series is built with anti-glare touch screen, which has 
lower reflection compared to normal touch screen. The reflection will 
reduce from 8% to 1% and  it will eliminate the interference of shine 
and lights on displays and improve the screen clarity.

● Blocks UV wavelengths less than ≈340nm
● Meets ASTM G154 performance criteria 

Cycle 1 for 1000 hours

Test for protection against waterTest for protection against dust

IP 6 6

Totally protected against dust

Protected against strong jets of 
water e.g. for use on ship decks - 
limited ingress permitted

+

PPC-F-Q370 Series
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● High Speed: 10GbE card, fiber network card
● I/O card: Serial port card, USB card, LAN card, etc.
● AI accelerating card: VPU card, FPGA, GPU card, etc.
● Wireless card: Wi-Fi card, mobile wireless card, etc.
● Storage card
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The maximum size of a card that fits in 
this FLEX is 167.65 mm (L) x 68.9 mm (H)

20.3mm 20.3mm 20.3mm 20.3mm

Slot 1: 
PCIe 3.0 x16 slot 
(x8 signal)

Slot 2: 
PCIe 3.0 x4 slot
 (x4 signal)

Slot 3: 
PCIe 3.0 x16 slot 
(x8 signal)

Slot 4: 
PCIe 3.0 x4 slot 
(x4 signal)167.65 mm

68.9 mm

 Four PCIe x4/x8 Low Profile Expansion Slots 
The PPC-FxxC series supports multiple PCIe slots including two PCIe 3.0 x8 and two PCIe 3.0 x4 slots, which are 
compatible with standard low profile add-on cards, to meet different edge inference computing applications.

 Flexible Deployment

Rack Mount
The PPC-FxxC with rack mounting kit can easily fit the 
standard 19" cabinet for industrial applications.

Panel Mount
Panel mounting is the mounting way that mounts product 
into an opening of a customer’s fixture from the front and 
secured from the rear. All user controls are located on the 
rear of the mechanism, making the panel mount displays 
a good choice for applications requiring a display with no 
external or exposed controls such as CNC equipment, 
gaming, casino system, ATM, and kiosk.

Cut-out dimensions

Customer’s fixture
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